MOUNT CARMEL SCHOOL
BHUNGA
Ref.No. MCS/04/2021-2022

Dated 23-06-2021

Subject: Reopening of School after summer holidays
Dear Parents and Students,
Greetings from MCS, Bhunga
The one-month long summer holidays announced by the Punjab Government is coming to
an end. During the Summer holidays, we had a Virtual Camp with excellent participation
from the students and we are happy to announce that it was a great success. Maximum
number of children have benefitted greatly out of it. We are extremely thankful for the
great cooperation of all the parents with our maiden attempt and encouraging children to
be part of this great celebration.
We are indeed grateful to all the teachers who have sacrificed their time and energy and
with lots of enthusiasm and creativity conducted the various courses to its highest level of
perfection. Tomorrow we are honouring all the resource persons and coordinators of the
Summer Camp with a Certificate of appreciation and a shield of honour. Coupled with
this we are clubbing an orientation programme for the teaching staff. So tomorrow
there will be no class for the students. Though school officially reopens tomorrow
(Thursday, 24 -06-2021) There will be no classes for the students due to the programme
for the teachers.
Friday (25-06-2021) will be a day of cultural events. Its mandatory for all the children to
participate in the day’s event with proper preparation.
➢ Last Sunday was the International Father’s Day. It’s one of the highest value for
the children to express their love, gratitude and respect for their beloved fathers.
Since children couldn’t celebrate on that day, due to holidays, all children are
supposed to prepare various programmes, take photos or videos with their dear
fathers and share with the class teachers on that day. As many parents who can join
on that day with children online, are welcome to join. It would be a great joyful
event for the whole family to celebration with their children and classmates. Best of
selected photos will appear on the E-Magazine to be published shortly. The
programme begins at 10: 00 am, or any other convenient time as scheduled by the
class teacher.
➢ On the same day we invite the children also to share their feedback and positive
experience regarding the Summer Camp in front of the whole class. Parents are also
exhorted to join and share their pleasant experiences with the class teachers. That
would be a great gesture of appreciation and a real boost for the teachers and
Management.

There will be a Certificate of Participation for the students who have successfully
completed the Summer Camp Course. Soft copy shall be sent to the students. Those who
need a hard copy of the official certificate may give their names to the class teachers or
course animators and you will get a hard copy for a nominal charge.
Normal Academic classes with regular timetable are starting on Monday (28-06-2021).
Attendance is compulsory for the Friday Cultural sessions as well.
Many students are joining the online classes with their videos switched off. If anyone
deliberately switches off the video, (other than for network reasons, which should be
intimated to the teacher) even after the teacher demanding to switch on, that day would be
considered as absent for the student. So its compulsory for all the students, without any
exception to join the online classes with video switched on.
Thanks to all the parents and well-wishers for joining hands with this prestigious temple of
knowledge and marching ahead to build a bright future for your wards.

God Bless.
Sr. Rosilin
Principal

